Flourishing!
The WMC conducted 2,987 consultations this semester.

Weeks 6-8 are the busiest!

Weekend Procrastinators, Rejoice! Thanks to generous funding from Parks Library, we reopened our Sunday night satellite location during Week 8.

The WMC conducted 1,459 consultations with unique students this semester.
 Everybody Writes

In Fall 2018, the WMC served undergraduate and graduate writers from each college and across all disciplines.

Think the WMC is just for freshmen? Seniors use our services more than any other group.

College Consultations
VMED 3
Other 8
DSN 169
BUS 374
CALS 392
H SCI 571
ENGR 638
LAS 822

Top Courses

In Fall 2018, the WMC saw students from 248 unique courses!

English 150/250 assignments comprise 21% of our consultations.
International Students

International students accounted for 36% of our consultations and 23% of our unique students.

ACE-ing It!

In Fall 2018, our Intercultural Learning Specialist, Kelly Wenig, led a new Advanced Consultant Education (ACE) module entitled Global Perspectives in Communication: India. This course complements the China module piloted in Spring 2018. Both will be offered again in Spring 2019. Read more about ACE in UW-Madison’s Another Word blog.

Fun Fact: This marks the second year our staff have presented research at IWCA. Keep up the good work!

Congratulations to the 2018 IWCA Research Team! Colin Payton, Angela Richard, Sara Wadle, and Kelly Wenig flew through a hurricane to present their original research in Atlanta, Georgia in October.
Our Stellar Staff

Special thanks to our student administrators who expertly oversee our center (and extinguish occasional fires): Grace Arganbright, Megan Atkins, Annie Baas, PaulaJean Cartwright, Conner Dammann, Charlie Esker, Abbey Fossand, Sophie Hang, Sydni Lapsley, Taylor McDonough, Caroline Sass, Jordan Schroeder, and Felipe Varela Carvalho.

In Fall 2018, we welcomed 31 new staff members!